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SUNY Resource Sharing Pre-Alma
• Vast majority of SUNY campuses using ILLiad to send
and receive resource sharing requests via OCLC
• Most SUNY libraries using IDS Logic to streamline
workflows in ILLiad
• Highly customized and streamlined workflows
• High costs
• ILLiad license fee, ILLiad server hosting fee, WorldShare ILL
subscription, IDS Project membership
• Cost per transaction numbers very high at some campuses

• No central management
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Implementing Alma Resource Sharing in SUNY
• Alma Resource Sharing implemented for books &
media in summer of 2019
• Large group training webinars, creating FAQs
• Small group training sessions on ILLiad
integration and creating lending deflections
• One on one training sessions on lending
workflows
• Nearly all campuses lending by the start of the
fall 2019 semester
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Implementing Alma Resource Sharing in SUNY
• Cloud based, not client based
• Highly automated borrowing & lending workflows
• Allows for central management of SUNY resource
sharing
• Shared loan period and renewal policy for all of SUNY
• Coordinated rota management
• System-wide Analytics reports

• No added cost to campuses
• Possible to integrate with ILLiad

• Borrowing: Can export unfilled requests to ILLiad and
circulate ILLiad items in Alma
• Lending: No need to update requests in multiple systems
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Implementing Alma Resource Sharing in SUNY
• New workflow to learn in addition to ILLiad workflow
• Not all campuses are borrowing in Alma
• Not all campuses happy with loan & renewal period
policy
• Difficult to print request slips
• Printouts Queue feature has made printing much easier

• Difficult to edit letters

• Some positive changes have been made, but editing letters
is still very difficult

• Requesting process too tied to Primo search results
• Not able to implement blank request form
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Request Volumes
• More than 20,000 requests submitted since go-live
• Request volume distribution very different than
what we saw with ILLiad
• University at Buffalo responsible for nearly half of
all borrowing requests
• Result of Buffalo including the SUNY search scope in
their Everything search
• Most other SUNY campuses have not done this

• Very low request volumes at some campuses
• Likely due to Primo configuration

• Had to rethink how lending requests are
distributed
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February Resource Sharing Volumes
Top 10 Borrowers
Campus

Top 10 Lenders
Volume

Campus

Volume

1. University at Buffalo

807

1. University at Albany

267

2. University at Albany

196

2. Binghamton University

206

3. Binghamton University

175

3. University at Buffalo

206

4. SUNY Purchase

146

4. SUNY New Paltz

112

5. SUNY Geneseo

83

5. The College at Brockport

86

6. SUNY New Paltz

53

6. SUNY Oswego

80

7. SUNY Brockport

45

7. SUNY Oneonta

68

8. SUNY Oswego

40

8. Erie Community College

63

9. SUNY Potsdam

33

9. Buffalo State College

61

10. SUNY Cortland & Oneonta

30

10. SUNY Plattsburgh

56
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Turnaround Times & Fill Rates
• Turnaround times have been very good
• Overall average turnaround time approximately 4 days
• ILLiad vs. Alma turnaround times at Albany
• ILLiad: 6.8 days
• Alma: 3.8 days

• ILLiad vs. Alma turnaround times at Buffalo
• ILLiad: 6.3 days
• Alma: 3.9 days

• Geographic location doesn’t always impact turnaround

• Delivery times between upstate libraries roughly the same
• There is a significant difference between upstate and downstate

• Fill rates have been disappointing
• 54%-60% since September 2019
• Have seen slight improvements
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Turnaround Times & Fill Rates
Month

Fill Rate

Turnaround Time

August

50.2%

4.7 days

September

54.0%

4.3 days

October

56.1%

4.3 days

November

60.0%

3.9 days

December

55.1%

3.8 days

January

57.8%

4.4 days

February

57.8%

4.1 days
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Addressing Issues With Ex Libris
• Issues with the Locate Process partially responsible for low fill rates
• Problems with how author information was imported from Primo
caused the locate process to miss SUNY holdings for some requests
• Ex Libris has fixed this problem

• Including OCLC Number in our locate settings also caused some SUNY
holdings to be missed
• SUNY holdigs sometimes spread out over multiple NZ records with different
OCLC numbers
• Removing OCLC number from Locate settings resulted in slight increase in fill
rate
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COVID-19
• Alma resource sharing shut down in late March due to COVID-19
pandemic
• Implemented temporary policy to allow walk-in borrowers to submit
resource sharing requests
• Will allow users to have items delivered to any SUNY campus

• Implemented temporary policy to allow usrs to returns items to any SUNY
• Developed a workflow for updating items returned to other campuses

• Still developing plan for turning physical resource sharing back on
• Be sure to keep both SLSS and ELD informed of your reopening plans!

• Budget concerns have many campuses looking at their resource sharing
costs
• Fast-tracked Alma article resource sharing implementation to give
campuses alternatives to ILLiad/OCLC
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Expanding Resource Sharing in Alma
• Implemented Alma article borrowing at 9 campuses to date (4 others
are currently testing)
• 9 libraries are lending articles in Alma
• Lending workflow is simple, but delivery of articles to users requires
borrowers to manually forward email attachments
• Alma article borrowing suitable only for low volume libraries at this
point
• Alma capable of sending a download link directly from lender to user,
but the download link is currently broken
• Download link should be fixed in August release
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Expanding Resource Sharing in Alma
• Working with Union College on physical resource sharing in Alma
• Also talking to Ithaca College, Nazareth College, St. John Fisher College, etc.

• Discussing Alma article resource sharing with MnPALS and CSCU
• Will continue to reach out to other Alma consortia, and may eventually
expand to physical resource sharing

• Have started discussions about Alma resource sharing with CUNY
• End goal is to increate Alma fill rates and give non-ILLiad libraries
more resource sharing options
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Other Future Plans
• Continue to refine Rota management
• Work with Ex Libris on addressing the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Request form loading and submission speeds
Locate and rota creation processes
Letter editing
Boosting of local holdings in Primo search results
Improving Alma/ILLiad integration

• Expanding SUNY participation in RapidILL

• Negotiate with Ex Libris on price for SUNY libraries

• Early adoption of Rapido at a few SUNY campuses

• Potential replacement for ILLiad at medium or high volume campuses

• Investigate Fulfillment Network functionality

• Could allow users to pick up and drop off items at any SUNY campus
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Questions or
Discussion?
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